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LET’s CELEBRATE
F IR ST
LEVEL
ELOHIMIZATION
E A R TH ! ! !

TH E
OF
ON

One of the most important information ever, was
published this week on Rael-Sciences, refering to an
article published on the Wall Street Journal. ( see
Antonio Regaldo, "Next Dream for Venter: Create
Entire Set of Genes From Scratch", The Wall Street
Journal, June 29, 2005; Page A1). ....

Dr. Craig Venter is moving from reading
the genetic code to writing it.
This is the level 1 of the elohimization process
announced by RAEL 32 years ago!
Dr. Venter has spent his career studying the code of life, you
may remember him as he was the one who published the first
officially decrypted human genome in February 2001 with his
team at Celera. He now has a new goal, the creation of life itself.
Along with two veteran collaborators, Dr. Venter hopes to
become the first to whip up a made-to-order bacterium by
manufacturing a complete set of genes, or genome, of a singlecell bacterium in his laboratory and introducing it into a bacteria
from which he will have remove the genetic information. This will
become then the first synthetic creature of humanity!!!
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Our beloved Prophet RAEL made the following comment yesterday after reading this
article:
”Finally as I announced it on behalf of our beloved creators 32 years ago, we

are reaching the level 1 of the earth Elohimization process: the creation of
the first synthetic DNA.
We are now like the Elohim when they were about to come on earth to
create life a long time ago, and when some scientists on their planet were
doing exactly the same thing.
What is the next step? Yes, we are already there: some groups totally
opposed to the creation of "artificial life" calling themselves "ethical
committees", will claim that the creation of beings is the privilege of "god" or
"mother nature"...claiming that artificial bacteria can potentially be
hazardous to human health. And yes, may be one day (if it didn't not already
happened with Aids or Ebola ..) one fatal bacteria will escape a laboratory
triggering a planetary interdiction of synthetic life creation which may be
voted by United Nations Organization...
Then ...scientists will have to continue to experiment creation of more and
more sophisticated forms of life somewhere else... that means not on the
earth... so, it will be on another planet exactly like the Elohim did a long time
ago !
This will happen not only because nothing can stop science, but because
nothing can stop reproduction at the macrobiological level. It is written in
the collective genetic code of the "baby humanity" composed of 6.5 billions
cells : us. And nothing can stop the "baby humanity " when it reaches
puberty, to reproduce the way macrobiology do it : by creating artificial life
on another planet.”
Let's celebrate this important step, the level 1 of the elohimization process…
Remember, this is the year of Elohimization…. J

WHAT OTHER PEOPLE SAY MAY CHANGE
WHAT YOU SEE
About Social Conformity
A new study led by Dr. Gregory Berns, a psychiatrist and neuroscientist at Emory
University in Atlanta, was published June 22 in the online edition of Biological Psychiatry
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that cast light on a topic that psychologists have puzzled over for more than half a
century: social conformity.
In the study, 32 participants were being asked to say what they see in a picture. Many of
the studied subjects caved in to group pressure as 41 percent of the time they went along
with the group on wrong answers ( the wrong answers were fake answers given by actors
for the purpose of the test).
The study's findings show that seeing is believing what the group tells you to believe. In
other words, what you are told can affect the perception of what you see. Using functional
M.R.I. scanners that can peer into the working brain, the researchers found that social
conformity showed up in the brain as activity in regions that are entirely devoted to
perception while there was no activity in brain areas that make conscious decisions. But
independence of judgment - standing up for one's beliefs - showed up as activity in brain
areas involved in emotion, suggesting that there is a cost for going against the group.
So the unpleasantness of standing alone can make a majority opinion seem more
appealing than sticking to one's own beliefs.
The author added:”If other people's views can actually affect how someone perceives
the external world, then truth itself is called into question.”
After reading this study, the Prophet RAEL made the following comment:

“This is one of the most important discoveries of the year. It applies to
everything.
From the stupid American enthusiasm to invade or occupy Iraq in reaction to
September 11, or to reelect Georges Bush, or to accept torture in
Guantanamo, to the way French speaking media and general French
speaking public talk about us and religious minorities at large. Not talking
about the acceptation of vague and stupid concepts like "god" or evolution
...or both at the same time...
Individually we know that most of the people have sympathy for the
Raelians or the Jews , but when they are in groups, they feel that conforming
to the group’s "anti-raelian" or "anti-Semitic" position will help them being
more accepted by the society. In other words "we are better hating with
everybody else than loving and being rejected"...We know where that lead in
Nazi Germany or anti Christian Roman Empire...not talking about the
genocides of Huttus /Tutsis, Serbs/Kosovans, Russians/Chechens etc...
What is important is the official conclusion of this scientific discovery: " But if
people are made aware of their vulnerability, they may be able to avoid
conforming to social pressure when it is not in their self-interest."
This is precisely where the medias have a huge responsibility: to inform the
people, push them not to conform to politically correct hatred, and educate
them for more tolerance, respect and love for the minorities.
That's why journalists should be condemned, like the one who was
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condemned to death penalty in Nuremberg trial just for being responsible for
the first German anti-Semitic journalistic campaign. And to a lesser degree
too, the pseudo journalists like those of the Journal de Montreal who for 1
week incited hatred against Raelians for no other reasons than the fact that
"they were different".
The world needs people who educate the public toward more love and
respect for differences and teach people to think by themselves, to never
follow the flock of "politically correct " hatred, and question politicians,
religious leaders and journalists, when they spread hate messages. It is
especially important to question journalists, because they have, without
having ever being democratically elected, a huge and incommensurable
power to create hatred and generate violence.
The Raelians of French speaking countries are in the best position to
understand this, and inform the public. This information may be a positive
aspect for the French speaking countries Raelians, who, after the defamation
campaign of the Journal de Montreal, can really use it to inform the public
using this scientific study and make people think twice before conforming to
"politically correct" judgments against minorities at large and us in particular.
From a negative experience can come a very positive result. The Raelians
from French speaking countries can enjoy this privilege of acting for the good
of humanity by spreading this knowledge being precisely those who suffered
from it. In other words we can make our own experience an educational
example for the society. And raise the level of love, consciousness and
respect.
Isn't this what we, Raelians, love more than anything else?”

ALSO IN OUR NEWS THIS WEEK…
About psychiatry
Humanity needs abnormality as it is the most beautiful expression of
difference.
The American Psychiatric Association (APA) has criticized the actor Tom Cruise, following
remarks he made on US TV attacking psychiatric medicine. Cruise called psychiatry a
"pseudo science". The APA answers saying that "Rigorous, published, peer-reviewed
research clearly demonstrates that treatment of mental illness works,"
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The Prophet RAEL made the following comment:

“ On this subject Tom Cruise and Scientology are right ! As an example, there
is no need to give psychiatric medicine to children with attention deficit
disorder who are just bored by the poor content of traditional education. For
sure many geniuses were having this disorder ...and nobody would say that
giving drugs to Einstein, Beaudelaire, or Mozart to make them "normal"
would have been a good idea.
Geniality is always built on abnormality. Humanity needs abnormality as it is
the most beautiful expression of difference.”
OUR SUPPORT OF THE WEEK....
Our support was sent today to Neta Golan (on the picture with Arafat), an Israeli
Jew who fights for Palestinian rights. She lives in Ram Allah, and she is married to a
Palestinian from Nablus, with whom she has two children. Co-founder of the International
Solidarity Movement (ISM), she organizes non-violent protests
and actions to help the peace process in the middle east. (
www.Palsolidarity.org.)
The group supports non-violent anti-wall protests in the
villages of Bilin, Beit Surik and Salfit as well as helps protect
Palestinian communities suffering from settler and military
violence in the Hebron enclave of Qawawis.
She said to an Aljezeera reporter : "A lot of people in the world are not comfortable with
the equation that your blood may be worth more than someone else's, but that is the
reality. And to me, that is definitely the new anti-Semitism: anti-Arab, anti-Muslim
sentiment."

It was also sent to a popular organization, a world tribunal, that has established a Jury of
Conscience on Iraq (www.worldtribunal.org). The Jury has been listening to testimonies
for 2 years in different places in the world, and finished a few days ago in Turkey. Here is
an excerpt of their final statement: “The attack on Iraq is an attack on justice, on liberty,
on our safety, on our future, on us all’” The Bush and Blair administrations blatantly
ignored the massive opposition to the war expressed by millions of people around the
world. They embarked upon one of the most unjust, immoral, and cowardly wars in
history”.
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FIESTA FIESTA IN SOUTH AMERICA !!!!
GAY PARADE IN GUADALAJARA, MEXICO
By: Miguel Contreras - Priest Guide - Guadalajara, Mexico

The Gay Pride Parade took place in Guadalajara this June 18th. Guadalajara is the second
biggest city in Mexico. It was a big party! :-)
The Raelians participated in the parade
carrying a banner that read: "THE
RAELIAN RELIGION, RESPECT THE
SEXUAL RIGHTS OF MINORITIES".
All five of us had a fabulous time
passing out flyers for over three hours
of continuous fun!.. Roberto, Salvador,
Luis, Carlos Roberto and Me, we all
passed out over three thousand flyers,
with the Act of Apostasy ! Wow!.. all
these thousands of gays and lesbians
brothers and sisters!. What a colorful
and sensual experience!
Many people approached the five of us asking about the flyers, including a Rabbi from a
local Jewish Church. (Wondered if he was gay or was just curious.. ) Some of these Jewish
Rabbies have heard of the Raelian Movement here too. Most people read about us on our
ad that has been appearing in the local newspaper every week..
All in all, it was a wonderful experience; the weather was perfect, and spreading the
Message to this very receptive crowd, for the second time, brought joy to the members.
Over 10,000 people attended the parade and the following day, two local newspapers
printed the story about the support that we, the Raelians showed for the gay and lesbian
community. :-)
What a Joy!
Viva la diversidad!!

SEMINARS IN COLOMBIA

By: Angel Humberto, Assistant to National Guide

Hello everyone!.. Wow!.. I have no words to
tell you the days we shared together, full of
happiness and in constant elevation of our
consciousness. All the Raelians of Colombia ..
We feel soooooo full of love and happiness!!
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The seminar took place in the country side property of our Raelian sister and brother
Bertha Arbelaez and Oscar Orozco… a place in which everywhere you look, the creation of
Elohim is present, in the middle of the valleys, deep in the sierra surrounded by green
grass, huge trees, so many flowers a small river passing by… sunflowers everywhere!
Looking at the sunrise every morning!.. Perfect scenery for the contemplation… Our so
private play ground!.. Bertha and Oscar not only shared their place with us.. they
pampered us all at all times.. Thank you so much for all your love…
On the entrance of the property, there is a big sign that reads “”RAELIAN MONASTERY”
But right underneath you can clearly read : “Nudist Camp”!
This sign has been creating a lot of controversy through out the
region, to a point that neighbors have gone to the police and
Oscar, who also is the Regional Responsible of Cartagena and
Medellin, has been a couple of times to the police station to give
explanations.. “it is a private property and I can do whatever I
want, he keeps saying” .. The place picks up the attention of
everyone not only because of this thing.. Oscar is building in the
middle of it, an auditorium for the Raelian Seminars in the form
of a mini-embassy!! Oscar and Bertha go walking around the
villas side by side.. and with their t-shirts saying : “The 3 rd.
Temple will be build for Elohim” or “Yahweh is alive in the Planet
of Elohim. Elohim created humanity”..etc.. they are fantastic!

Norma and Allan the national guide

Norma with Bertha and Oscar the 2 wonderful
hosts

During an evening show…

Fantastic meals as well…
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When people around learned about the seminar, the small shops went and bought a lot of
beer and liquor thinking we were going to have a super drinking party!.. They sure could
hear our laughter everywhere. We were sure drunk!.. but drunk of happiness and love! A
lot of the people around came over to visit, wondering what we were doing.. we invited
them to see the place and gave the messages to all of them!.
Super! The first Meditation Seminar in Medellin…. we were 22 people.. and the wonderful
presence of our Bishop Norma Toral who transmitted to us all the wisdom and teachings
of our Beloved Prophet. We enjoyed 8 days of continuous party in which we learned in the
middle of laughter and delight. Thanks so much dear Norma for coming from so far... We
all love you so much!
Our so fantastic Leader and brother, the youngest of all of us.. Allan Rojas, our Priest
Guide who has made us all a strong team, so committed to our wonderful mission..
organized the whole logistics for the seminar Everyone was so full of harmony, fraternity
and working at great speed!.. fantastico!.. Bravo to the whole team..
It was only us on the whole camping ground, we experienced delicious meals, fantastic
and crazy nights by the fireplace, we were all finding our hidden talents and learning to
conquer our fears..
Oh! Beloved Elohim.. Raël.. You’ve made us so happy, so free .. Listening to your
teachings… Thank you.. Thank you…
We have so many adventures to accomplish.. ! Together!… The way is full of wonderful
dreams… We are on the right path…
Amor amor amor...

IN MEXICO TOO !

by Esteban Hernandez ( on the picture
with Norma)

Hooola!.. :-D
Sorry but.. better later than
never!.. :-S
From March 19th to 27th a
Raelian Seminar took place in
the beautiful beaches of
Mazatlán, Mexico.
It was organized by our
National Guide and Bishop
Esteban Hernandez, and Priest Rafael Peraza, responsible for Mazatlán.
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Our Bishop Norma Toral, was coordinating this happy seminar. 21 Raelians came to the
seminar from different states, Mexico
City, Zacatecas, Veracruz, Jalisco,
Sinaloa and Norma who came from San
Francisco, California, U.S.A
The adventure began when everybody
arrived to the City and found out
that they had to get on a boat to cross
the sea and reach a wonderful
place called “La Isla de la Piedra” (Island
of the Stone). We all had the chance to
experience the creation of our beloved
Elohim… the opportunity to really be in
contact with infinite…
The Island was full of people having fun and sunbathing in the beaches
while we, the Raelians, we were enjoying the teachings of our Beloved
Prophet under a big white tent, holding, kissing and loving each other.
The light of our Creators, The Elohim, was with us.
One week, the days went by so fast, the time
was so short…!
This has been an amazing experience for all
those
who
attended,
feeding
our consciousness with joy, happiness, love
and laughter.
Thanks to our Beloved Prophet for his
incredible teachings, thanks to our Creators,

The Elohim for having given us the gift
of life.
There will be many seminars to
come!..
Love to all..
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